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the way our working group is addressing this issue is to use ntrip-based rtk which will output an

ip address that will connect to a mesh of short-range radio links. a typical company does not care
about what the underlying layer 1 or mac or physical layer hardware is. the only thing that

matters to the design engineer is that a private customer url or ip address connects the product
to the end user. we are able to do this simply by bundling two ntrip-based radios into a single

package. it is not possible to build a radio that can be built that can measure the quality of any
ntrip stream. the purpose of our scheme is to offer a “plug-and-play” solution that only costs a

few dollars and offers higher reliability and better performance than the best single stream
approaches in the marketplace. gt2m is an industry standard for ground control and tracking of

aircraft, spacecraft and ground vehicles via short- or medium-range control transmission
methods. it is based on data radio technology, employing fixed and mobile stations. in the same

way as with handsets, a terminal unit can be equipped with a specific cellular modem. signal
units exchange data and telemetry signals over an air interface, via modulation techniques such

as amplitude modulation (am), frequency modulation (fm), or phase modulation (pm), time
multiplexed and line-of-sight links. bnc, in general, was designed to receive radio frequency data

as a stream of observations, the 'observation' stream. this stream is stored as a sequence of
records. a 'record' is an individual observation. each 'record' contains the signal strength, the

signal name, the date and time, and other information. these records are placed into an
'observation' stream. the format of an 'observation' stream is defined by the ascii character

codes, one per record. identifier 200 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
datetime 200.12345678 sgnl | time | signal | signalname | [rinex-2:200] |

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- all values are in decimal, although as a
bnc stream all information is stored in ascii. the 'record' fields that are part of the 'observation'

stream are title, signal name, signal type, signals a-s, option, code, and other.
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gnss time offsets between different systems (e.g., relative to ut1) are typically not defined to a
resolution of better than a couple of seconds. these offsets are usually added to the system's utc.
note that bnc does not compare sp3 records for the time offset values. gnss satellites can also be

referenced to a satellite ephemeris. this can be a small subset of the satellites in the system used to
define the clock (e.g., -c2, -c3, -c5) or a complete set of the satellites for an entire system (e.,

galileo). there can be a time offset between the ephemeris and a prn19 (pseudo random noise) code
signal which is embedded in the satellite broadcast. the prn19 signal and the ephemeris are typically

in the same epoch in order to not have to perform an interpolation. gnss satellites can also be
referenced to the ephemeris of a ground station. gnss ephemeris files can also be provided. as

mentioned above, bnc cannot display ephemeris for different epochs. instead, bnc uses the earliest
epoch known to both files. ephemeris files are provided in a frame by frame format and therefore,
bnc cannot parse the ephemeris and automatically show them in an alignment mode. ephemeris is

commonly stored in a sp3 format. gnss satellites may also be referenced to a call sign or other
identifiers. note that bnc cannot parse identifiers with embedded ephemeris. when the specified

satellites are referenced with embedded ephemeris, bnc will show the position with the lowest xyz
coordinates and the lowest satellite clock value that is defined in the ephemeris for a given epoch.
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